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Abstract Sea ice has been suggested, based on simple models, to play an impor-7

tant role in past glacial-interglacial oscillations via the so-called “sea-ice switch”8

mechanism. An important requirement for this mechanism is that multiple sea-ice9

extents exist under the same land ice configuration. This hypothesis of multiple10

sea-ice extents is tested with a state-of-the-art ocean general circulation model11

coupled to an atmospheric energy-moisture-balance model. The model includes a12

dynamic-thermodynamic sea-ice module, has a realistic ocean configuration and13

bathymetry, and is forced by annual mean forcing. Several runs with two different14

land ice distributions represent present-day and cold-climate conditions. In each15

case the ocean model is initiated with both ice-free and fully ice-covered states.16

We find that the present-day runs converge approximately to the same sea-ice17

state for the northern hemisphere while for the southern hemisphere a difference18

in sea-ice extent of about three degrees in latitude between of the different runs19

is observed. The cold climate runs lead to meridional sea-ice extents that are dif-20

ferent by up to four degrees in latitude in both hemispheres. While approaching21
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the final states, the model exhibits abrupt transitions from extended sea-ice states22

and weak meridional overturning circulation, to less extended sea ice and stronger23

meridional overturning circulation, and vice versa. These transitions are linked to24

temperature changes in the North Atlantic high-latitude deep water. Such abrupt25

changes may be associated with Dansgaard-Oeschger events, as proposed by pre-26

vious studies. Although multiple sea ice states have been observed, the difference27

between these states is not large enough to provide a strong support for the sea-28

ice-switch mechanism.29
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1 Introduction33

Over the last million years (the late Pleistocene), Earth’s climate has experienced34

dramatic glacial-interglacial oscillations (Imbrie et al, 1984, EPICA-Community-35

Members, 2004) with well established characteristics. The ice-sheets grow slowly36

(during ∼90 kyr) and melt much more rapidly (during ∼10 kyr). The Northern37

Hemisphere (NH) maximum ice-volume during the last glacial maximum (LGM)38

was about 15 times larger than today’s (Mix et al, 2001), with 2–3 km thick ice39

covering Canada and the Northern U.S. (Peltier, 1994), and sea level that was40

lower by ∼120 m. The global temperature during the LGM was about 6◦C lower41

compared to present day and glacial atmospheric CO2 concentration was lower42

by 80–100 ppm compared to interglacial times (Petit et al, 1999). LGM winds43

were much stronger (Ram and Koenig, 1997) compared with today’s winds. The44

mechanisms underlying these massive changes are still not understood (e.g., Ghil,45

1994, Wunsch, 2003).46

Gildor and Tziperman (2000) suggested a “sea-ice switch” (SIS) mechanism47

for glacial-interglacial oscillations. According to this mechanism, sea-ice switches48

the climate system between a phase of growing ice sheets when the sea-ice extent49

is small (sea-ice switch is “off”), and a phase of retreating ice sheets when the sea50

ice extent is large (“on”). When the climate system is in its interglacial state and51

the sea-ice switch is “off”, the hydrological cycle is strong, and due to the resulting52

large snow accumulation rate, land ice gradually grows and its albedo cools the53

climate system. Eventually, after some 90 kyr, the high- and mid-latitude ocean54

reaches freezing temperature, leading to rapid sea-ice formation (sea-ice switch is55

“on”), resulting in strong atmospheric cooling and reduced evaporation from the56

ocean (because a significant fraction of the ocean is covered by sea ice and be-57

cause of the reduced atmospheric temperature). The hydrological cycle and snow58

accumulation thus weaken while ablation (melting, ice streams, and calving) con-59

tinues, and therefore land-ice sheets begin to retreat. With reduced ice sheets, the60

overall albedo is smaller and therefore the climate warms, sea ice melts (switching61

to “off”) again, and a new glacial cycle starts. For a more detailed description of62

the sea-ice switch mechanism see Gildor and Tziperman (2000, 2001) and Gildor63

(2003). The SIS mechanism and its associated rapid sea-ice changes have been64

used to explain glacial cycles, Dansgaard-Oeschger (DO) oscillations and Heinrich65

events, using various simple models (Gildor and Tziperman, 2000, Tziperman and66
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Gildor, 2003, Timmermann et al, 2003, Ashkenazy and Tziperman, 2004, Sayag67

et al, 2004, Kaspi et al, 2004, Tziperman et al, 2006, Wang and Mysak, 2006,68

Loving and Vallis, 2005). The important implication for the present study is that69

the SIS mechanism implies multiple equilibria of sea ice for a given continental ice70

volume, and a sea-ice hysteresis as continental ice varies (Fig. 1). The numerical71

experiments described below aim at capturing the multiple states of the sea ice72

when starting from two extreme initial conditions (i.e., ice-free and ice-covered73

ocean) under the same land-ice coverage; we do not attempt to reproduce the en-74

tire hysteresis loop of the SIS mechanism. The existence of multiple states of sea75

ice under the same land-ice configuration in a state of the art ocean model would76

provide support for the SIS mechanism.77

Several studies have shown multiple sea-ice states using various models. Specif-78

ically, Langen and Alexeev (2004) used the community atmospheric model (CAM)79

(Holland et al, 2006a) coupled to a simple slab ocean model under aqua-planet80

and annual mean conditions, and demonstrated the existence of multiple states81

of sea-ice extent under the same parameters. The control parameter in their ex-82

periments was the oceanic “qflux” (i.e., prescribed flux representing ocean heat83

transport); three sea-ice extents were identified: (i) ice-free ocean, (ii) intermediate84

sea-ice extent up to the high latitudes, and (iii) extensive sea-ice extent (up to the85

mid-latitudes). Ferreira et al (2011) used a coupled ocean-atmosphere version of86

the MITgcm (MITgcm Group, 2010), but without sea-ice dynamics, in an aqua87

planet configuration and again identified three different states of sea ice: polar88

ice-cap extending to the mid-latitudes, ice free and snowball states. We take a89

complementary approach of using a full ocean general circulation model (GCM)90

with a dynamics-thermodynamic sea-ice component, coupled to a simple atmo-91

spheric model, and use realistic continental geometry and ocean bathymetry. Our92

simpler and computationally efficient GCM gives us larger flexibility in exploring93

the parameter space. In a different study, Marotzke and Botzet (2007) varied the94

solar constant in a coupled atmosphere-ocean GCM and showed that once the cli-95

mate is sufficiently cold to enter a snowball state, a much larger radiation constant96

is needed to “escape” from such a state; this study thus showed multiple sea-ice97

states under the same solar radiation input. Recently, Abbot et al (2011) suggested98

that multiple states of sea ice can arise due to the difference in albedo between99

dark, bare sea ice and bright, snow covered sea ice. Eisenman et al. (submitted)100

have used a fully coupled atmosphere-ocean GCM to study the DO events and101

demonstrated the possibility of two quasi-stable sea-ice states, associated with the102

stadial and interstadial phases of the DO events; the interstadial state converged to103

the stadial state after ∼700 hundreds years of simulations. Recent studies (Eisen-104

man and Wettlaufer, 2009, Lindsay and Zhang, 2005, Overpeck et al, 2005, Serreze105

and Francis, 2006, Holland et al, 2006b, Maslanik et al, 2007, Lenton et al, 2008,106

Merryfield et al, 2008) discussed the possibility of a tipping point in the Arctic sea107

ice cover (below which the Arctic will be ice free) and associated this point with108

hysteresis and multiple equilibria. However even more recent studies suggested109

that there is no tipping point in the Arctic sea-ice (e.g., Tietsche et al, 2011).110

The main goal of this study is to test whether multiple states of sea ice exist111

under the same land ice cover in a realistic-geometry state-of-the-art ocean-ice112

model coupled to a simple atmospheric model. This goal is explored for both113

“present day” and for “cold” climates. We show that such multiple sea-ice states114

indeed exist in the model, although they are not as pronounced in the NH as115
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predicted by the sea-ice switch mechanism. We note that the model used here,116

while using realistic geometry, still lacks many feedbacks and processes. We also117

examine rapid sea-ice changes in these model runs and consider their relevance to118

observed rapid climate change.119

The paper is organized as follows: the model is described in Section 2, the120

experiments performed with the model are described in Section 3, followed by121

analysis of the meridional overturning circulation (MOC) and the sea-ice extent122

(Section 4); discussion and conclusions are presented in Section 5.123

2 Model description and spinup124

2.1 The oceanic model—MITgcm125

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology ocean general circulation model (MIT-126

gcm) solves the primitive equations (Marshall et al, 1997b,a) and is used here in127

a global cubed-sphere configuration (Adcroft et al, 2004) with a lateral resolution128

of about 290 km (varying from 330 km resolution at the center of a cube-sphere129

face to 110 km at face corners). The ocean has 15 vertical levels, with thicknesses130

ranging from 50 m for the surface layer to 690 m for the bottom layer. We use131

the isopycnal eddy parametrization scheme of Gent and McWilliams (1990) and132

Redi (1982). The vertical background diffusion coefficient for both temperature133

and salinity is 3× 10−5 m2/s, and the vertical viscosity is 10−3 m2/s. In addition,134

the k-profile parameterization (KPP, Large et al, 1994) scheme is used to simulate135

vertical mixing and deep convection processes.136

2.2 The dynamic-thermodynamic sea-ice model137

The sea-ice component of the MITgcm is used to simulate sea ice with a viscous-138

plastic rheology. Ice velocities advect effective ice thickness (volume), ice concen-139

tration and snow with a flux-limiting scheme. Ice formation and melting with zero-140

layer thermodynamics follows Semtner (1976) and Hibler (1980). The ice model141

exchanges heat and fresh water with the ocean and the atmosphere at each ocean142

time step. The load of the ice and snow depresses the sea-surface of the ocean to143

account for exact mass-balance (Campin et al, 2008). Further details of the model144

are described in Losch et al (2010) and references therein.145

2.3 The atmospheric energy-moisture-balance model146

The atmospheric model is based on the energy moisture balance model (EMBM)147

of Fanning and Weaver (1996) and the atmospheric component of the UVic Earth148

System Climate Model (Weaver et al, 2001) as follows. Our EMBM consists of149

one vertical layer and a horizontal grid that coincides with the oceanic grid. Two150

prognostic variables, atmospheric temperature, Tair, and humidity, qair, are up-151

dated with a second order Adams-Bashforth scheme. Surface winds are prescribed152

and humidity is advected by these winds. Topographic effects on temperature and153
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humidity are taken into account by assuming a prescribed lapse rate of 6 K/km.154

Atmospheric CO2 concentration is also taken into account.155

The main difference from Weaver et al (2001) is the treatment of surface albedo156

to include the effect of land ice albedo on short wave reflection. Over the ocean157

the albedo is set to a constant (0.07) while the sea-ice model computes the albedo158

over sea ice as a function of snow cover and temperature. Land surface is assumed159

to have no heat capacity, but spatially varying land albedos can be prescribed.160

The land albedo is set to that of land ice (0.6) over prescribed land ice cover.161

Shortwave radiation is scattered once while passing through the atmosphere, and162

is then reflected at the surface according to the albedo and scattered a second time163

on its way up through the atmosphere into space.164

The atmospheric time step is set to 10 minutes, so that the atmosphere is165

stepped multiple times within a single ocean tracer time step of one day. The tracer166

acceleration method of (Bryan, 1984) is used for efficiency, with a momentum167

time step of 20 minutes. This approach is not expected to lead to major biases168

in steady solutions with the time-independent forcing used here. The atmospheric169

model exchanges heat and fresh water with the surface at each ocean model time170

step. At the beginning of the ocean time step, the atmosphere computes heat and171

fresh water fluxes based on the ocean and ice state of the previous time step and172

averages them over the ocean time step while stepping the atmospheric variables173

forward in time. Then the sea ice and ocean models are stepped forward.174

2.4 Spinup175

The ocean model was initiated with present-day salinity and temperature fields176

(Levitus, 1982), and the coupled ocean-sea ice-atmosphere model was then run177

for 4,000 years to reach a quasi steady state. The air temperature, air humidity,178

sea-surface temperature (SST) and sea-surface salinity (SSS) at the end of the179

“present day” spinup run are presented in Fig. 2. Overall, the model has all relevant180

features to be expected from a coarse model with an EMBM atmosphere (Weaver181

et al, 2001), although atmospheric humidity and sea-surface salinity exhibit large182

deviations from observation. This is most probably due to the simplistic form of183

precipitation of the model, as was also indicated by Fanning and Weaver (1996).184

In addition to the “present-day” spinup run we performed similar spinup runs185

for the “cold-climate” setups described in Section 2.5. To achieve the cold condi-186

tions required for some of our numerical experiments we prescribed land-ice albedo187

over land at latitudes 40–90◦N, sea-ice albedo of 1, and atmospheric CO2 level of188

180 ppm. These values are not meant to be realistic, but are used to explore an189

extreme regime of parameter space.190

2.5 The numerical experiment191

Three initial states are used, hereafter referred to as “present day”, “cold climate192

1”, and “cold climate 2”. For each of these, two runs were performed, one with193

an initially ice-free ocean (“all water” initial conditions) and one with an ocean194

that is initially fully covered by sea ice (“all ice” initial conditions). The purpose195

of the runs is to explore the multiple states schematically suggested by Fig. 1. All196
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runs were started from the final state of the spinup runs, except for sea ice, free197

surface, and upper ocean temperature. These fields were adjusted according to198

the different initial sea-ice conditions. The runs were integrated for 10,000 years;199

quasi-steady states were reached after ∼2,000 years. We now consider the results200

of these 2,000 years of integration. The different runs are specified according to201

the initial conditions as follows.202

1. “Present day” experiment: “present day” land ice and initial conditions of (i) no203

sea ice and (ii) 10 m thick sea ice covering the entire ocean and a corresponding204

negative free surface anomaly to preserve the water content of the model (this205

is referred to below as the “all ice” initial state). Note that the model does not206

enter a snowball state in the last configuration, because of the relatively warm207

initial ocean temperatures.208

2. “Cold climate 1” experiment: land ice albedo for latitudes 40–90◦N, sea-ice209

albedo set to 1, atmospheric CO2 level of 180 ppm, and increased atmospheric210

albedo profile specified as function of latitude. Two initial conditions were211

again considered, (i) ice free ocean and (ii) “all ice” initial state, and upper212

layer ocean (to a depth of 50 meters) that is 10◦C lower than that of the spinup213

run (but not lower than the ocean freezing temperature). The prescribed upper214

ocean cooling is meant to ensure convergence to a cold state if it exists.215

3. “Cold climate 2” experiment: Same as the “cold climate 1” experiment but with216

a higher-yet atmospheric albedo profile (increase of ∼1% compared to “cold217

climate 1”, equivalent to a decrease of ∼2W/m2 in the incoming short-wave218

radiation), to yield an even colder climate (∼1◦C difference in mean ocean219

temperature).220

The purpose of starting with both an ice-free ocean (“all water”) and ocean that is221

completely covered by sea ice (“all ice”) is to find multiple sea-ice states if they do222

exist, i.e., converging to the multiple sea-ice states from above and below the curves223

presented in Fig. 1. The use of both “present day” and “cold climate” experiments224

should explore the sensitivity of the results to a wide range of climate conditions.225

In designing these experiments, many different initial conditions for temperature,226

ice and different atmospheric CO2 concentration scenarios were tested. Here we227

present only those experiments that most clearly demonstrate the existence of228

multiple sea-ice states. The steady states presented in Fig. 2 were used to initiate229

the model with either the “all water” or “all ice” initial states discussed in previous230

section; we performed a similar spinup run for the “cold climate” experiments.231

3 Multiple sea-ice equilibria232

3.1 “Present day” experiment233

Consider first the runs starting from the “present day” steady state. After a 2,000234

year simulation, the “all water” run lead to fields that are very similar to the235

steady-state fields shown in Fig. 2. The difference between the “all water” and “all236

ice” runs are shown in Fig. 3. We show below (Section 3.4) that the runs converged237

close to a steady state within this period. For air and sea surface temperature, the238

“all ice” run exhibits colder temperatures (up to 2.5◦C difference) over some parts239

of the Southern Ocean where there is a difference in sea-ice cover, as shown below.240
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Higher humidity in the “all water” run is associated with higher atmospheric241

temperatures, following the Clausius-Clapeyron relation. Some regions, such as the242

western tropical Pacific, show higher humidity values for the “all water” run ac-243

companied by a relatively small temperature difference in that region. This strong244

humidity response to a small temperature difference is due to the exponential de-245

pendence of moisture on temperature. The sea surface salinity (SSS) differences246

between the “all water” and “all ice” runs may be mainly attributed to melting247

and formation of sea ice, as these occur in the high latitudes of both hemispheres.248

The “present day” runs’ sea-ice area at the end of the 2,000 years of simulations249

are depicted in Fig. 4. The difference between the sea-ice area of the “all water”250

run and the “all ice” run is small and not spatially coherent in the NH, while it is251

larger and coherent in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) (approximately 3◦ latitude).252

The change in sea-ice cover is consistent with the other fields depicted in Fig. 3.253

We conclude that “present day” land ice conditions do not lead to multiple sea-ice254

states with the modeling setup used here in the NH. There are two distinct sea255

ice states in the SH, yet the differences between these two states are small.256

3.2 “Cold climate 1” experiment257

The difference between the “all water” and “all ice” runs of the “cold climate 1”258

experiment is shown in Fig. 5. Unlike the “present day” runs shown in Figs. 2-4, it259

is clear that the “all water” run has a globally warmer atmosphere compared to the260

“all ice” run. In addition, the difference between the results using the “all water”261

and “all ice” initial conditions is larger than for the “present day” experiment,262

with maximum differences of more than 4◦C for air temperature and more than263

5◦C for SST. The largest temperature difference is over the Southern Ocean and264

the North Pacific, consistent with the differences in sea-ice cover shown in Fig. 6.265

Consistent with the air temperature, the “all water” run atmosphere is globally266

more humid, with higher values over the west-Pacific warm pool, as expected from267

the relatively high SST over this region. As in the “present day” experiment,268

the “cold climate 1” experiment exhibits a higher humidity response to a small269

temperature difference between its two runs over warm regions such as the western270

Pacific. The SSS difference between the “all water” and “all ice” runs has relatively271

large amplitudes in regions that experienced changes in sea-ice cover; on average272

the “all ice” surface water appears saltier, most likely because greater sea ice273

production causes more brine rejection that in turn increases the surface salinity.274

The sea-ice area maps of the two “cold climate 1” runs are presented in Fig. 6.275

The sea-ice extends further equatorward compared to the “present day” runs276

(Fig. 4); it reaches the northern part of Mediterranean Sea, covers extensive parts277

of the North Pacific, and reaches South America in the Southern Ocean. In ad-278

dition, the “all ice” sea-ice clearly exceeds that of the “all water” run by 4◦ in279

latitude. The “cold climate 1” basic state thus supports multiple states of sea ice.280

3.3 “Cold climate 2” experiment281

In the “cold climate 2” experiment we increased the atmospheric albedo even more282

(by 0.018 at the equator and 0.002 at the high latitudes), resulting in an even colder283
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climate with a larger sea-ice extent. The “all ice” sea-ice extent exceeds that of284

the “all water” run by 4◦ in latitude, similar to the “cold climate 1” experiment285

(Fig. 7 e,f,h,i).286

3.4 Comparison between the experiments287

The evolution of the North Atlantic (NA) maximum meridional overturning cir-288

culation (MOC), the NH and NA sea-ice extent, and the SH sea-ice extent are289

presented in Fig. 7. The extent of the sea ice is calculated as the latitude at which290

the zonal-mean sea-ice area fraction drops below 0.5. For the “present day” ex-291

periment there is a quick convergence to a single state of the MOC and NH sea292

ice while there are two distinct sea-ice states in the SH, with sea-ice extents that293

differ by about 3◦ in latitude.294

The “cold climate 1” and “2” experiments both remain in very different quasi-295

equilibrium for some time, but then change into their steady states, yet in different296

ways. In both runs, the quasi-equilibrium states have distinct MOC amplitudes297

and corresponding different NH sea-ice states. The “all water” run is initially298

associated with the stronger MOC state and the “all ice” with the weaker MOC299

state. In the “cold climate 1” runs the weak MOC state jumps to the stronger300

MOC state after about 1,500 years of simulations, and simultaneously the NH301

sea ice edge moves northward toward the “all water” sea-ice extent. We did not302

observe significant further changes for the remaining 8,000 years of the simulations303

(not shown). In an opposite transition in the “cold climate 2” run, the stronger NA304

MOC state collapses to the weaker state after about 500 years of simulation; the305

NH sea ice edge in the “all water” run simultaneously moves further southward.306

These abrupt transitions are further discussed in the next section. The model seems307

to support fairly long-lasting and significantly different multiple quasi-equilibria,308

and one wonders if some change in the model formulation could stabilize these309

quasi-equilibria so that they can last indefinitely.310

The Southern-Ocean sea ice does not exhibit any abrupt transitions. The dif-311

ference between the Southern Ocean sea-ice extent of the “all ice” run and the “all312

water” run in the three different experiments (“present-day” and “cold climate 1313

and 2”) varies between three and five degrees latitude (Fig. 7), where a larger314

difference is observed in the coldest experiment (“cold climate 2”).315

4 Meridional overturning circulation stability and NH sea-ice extent316

The interaction of the MOC and sea-ice extent has been discussed in many previous317

studies (e.g., Manabe and Stouffer, 1999, Kaspi et al, 2004, Timmermann et al,318

2003, Gildor and Tziperman, 2003, Wang and Mysak, 2006, Loving and Vallis,319

2005, Colin de Verdiére and Te Raa, 2010, Arzel et al, 2010, 2011). Freshening of320

the high-latitude NA creates a layer of light water that results in reduced formation321

of deep water and hence leads to an MOC shutdown and increased sea ice extent.322

When the MOC is restarted (Winton, 1993), warm low latitude water reaches the323

high latitudes and thus reduces the sea ice extent.324

We find that the transitions between the different MOC states are linked to325

changes in deep ocean temperatures, following the relaxation oscillation mech-326
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anism of Winton (1993) (see also Winton and Sarachik, 1993, Ashkenazy and327

Tziperman, 2007). In this mechanism deep ocean heat diffusion (i.e., parameter-328

ized eddy flux) from the low latitudes results in a warming of the deep high-latitude329

ocean (while the same eddies do not affect the surface ocean because it is strongly330

coupled to the atmosphere). This weakens vertical stratification in the high lati-331

tudes and eventually leads to restarted convection and an abrupt MOC increase.332

Fig. 8 shows the zonal mean NA water temperatures as a function of depth333

and time for the “cold climate 1” “all ice” and “cold climate 2” “all water” runs,334

averaged over both 50–70◦N and 70–90◦N. The latitude range 50–70◦N is closely335

associated with changes of the sea ice and the MOC. For the “cold climate 1” “all336

ice” run, the 50–70◦N deep water becomes warmer with time, and the stratification337

becomes weaker, until it is sufficiently weak to allow deep convection and the MOC338

to abruptly restart (Fig. 7b). After the transition (occurred at t ≈ 5.65 kyr), the339

MOC slightly and gradually weakens between 5,700–6,000 years. The switch to a340

stronger NA MOC state results in a reduced NH sea-ice extent as shown in Fig. 7e.341

A different picture is seen at the higher latitudes, 70–90◦N, where the deep ocean342

becomes significantly warmer after the transition to a stronger MOC. This is likely343

the outcome of the stronger MOC heat transport.344

In the “cold climate 2” “all water” run, there is a switch from a stronger MOC345

state to a weaker state (Fig. 7c). Prior to this transition (at t ≈ 4.52 kyr), the 50-346

70◦N stratification (Fig. 8c) becomes stronger with time as the deep water cools,347

until the MOC switches to its weaker state. This transition is accompanied by a348

equatorward extension of sea ice (Fig. 7f). After the transition the stratification349

weakens within the 50-70◦N band and the deep ocean warms. At the high latitudes350

(70-90◦N) the surface layer warms (and thus gains buoyancy), and subsequently351

the deep water warms.352

Fig. 9 shows the zonal mean NA salinity as a function of time. Note that the353

uppermost ocean is fresh when the MOC is weak and vice versa, both for 50-70◦N354

and 70-90◦N. In addition, deep ocean at very high latitudes of the NA freshens355

with time when the MOC is weak, possibly because of diffusion of fresh water356

from the upper ocean. This freshening ceases when the MOC state changes or357

when a steady state is reached, and does not occur at 50-70◦N. Interestingly, the358

deep water of the very high latitudes of the NA of the ”Cold clim. 1” “all ice”359

experiment warms abruptly at 5 kyr(Fig. 8b). This rapid warming may be related360

to the increased mid-depth salinity of the ”Cold clim. 1” “all ice” experiment361

(Fig. 9b) and corresponding changes to the stratification and vertical stability.362

Figs. 10, 11, 12 show the NA MOC and the zonal mean temperature and363

salinity before and after the transitions, for the “cold climate 1” “all ice” and “cold364

climate 2” “all water” runs. The northern edge of the NA MOC cell approximately365

coincides with the extent of the sea ice, consistent with previous studies that often366

find deep water formation near the sea ice edge (e.g., Schmittner et al, 2003).367

Fig. 11 shows that the surface water after the transition of the “cold climate 1”368

“all ice” run (at 35-55◦N) is warmer while the deep water is colder compared369

to the temperature before the transition. The stronger MOC after the transition370

enhances the advection of warm water from low to high latitudes, affecting the371

stratification and influencing deep water temperature as well.372

An opposite picture is seen between 65-80◦N. As for the “cold climate 2”373

“all water” run, the surface water is colder and the deep water (of depth ∼2,000374

m) is warmer after the MOC transition, consistent with the weaker MOC after375
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the transition. The water becomes warmer for latitudes higher than ∼60◦N. The376

picture for salinity is simpler (Fig. 12) where the salinity of the high latitudes of377

the NA under stronger MOC states is relatively high due to advection from low378

latitudes.379

5 Discussion and conclusions380

We explored multiple sea-ice states in a state-of-the-art ocean GCM for different381

basic states, including present-day like and colder climate conditions that were382

prescribed via the extent of land ice and atmospheric CO2. The GCM includes383

sea-ice dynamics and thermodynamics; it is coupled to an atmospheric energy and384

moisture balance model and has a realistic bathymetry and land configuration. For385

each cold and warm climate state, we perturbed the initial spun-up state twice386

by eliminating all sea ice (“all water”) and by prescribing a global initial sea ice387

cover (“all ice”) and ran these models into steady state. No significant NH mul-388

tiple sea-ice states were observed in our model under present-day like conditions.389

However, when repeating the experiments under colder climate conditions, two390

distinct NH steady-state sea-ice states were found, in which the zonally averaged391

meridional sea-ice extent differs by a modest amount of about three degrees lati-392

tude. For the SH two sea-ice states that differed from each other by three to four393

degrees in latitudinal extent were observed for all experiments. Previous studies394

reported multiple states of sea ice such as a global sea ice cover, ice-free ocean395

and intermediate sea-ice cover. We show here that it is possible to obtain multiple396

states of sea ice that all correspond to an intermediate sea-ice cover and may be397

relevant to glacial climate dynamics.398

While our results support the hypothesis of multiple sea-ice states (both in the399

NH and SH) under sufficiently cold conditions, the difference between the states,400

up to four degrees latitude, may be too small to support the sea-ice switch mech-401

anism (Gildor and Tziperman, 2000). However, the atmospheric model used here402

is simple and many feedbacks involving air-sea interaction are missing (e.g., the403

winds are constant in this model). It is possible, therefore, that with a more realis-404

tic atmospheric model, different multiple sea-ice states (more or less pronounced)405

may be observed. We used annual-averaged forcing, and multiple equilibria that406

exist under such conditions may disappear once seasonal forcing is introduced,407

due to the large seasonal cycle in sea ice extent. It is instructive, though, to first408

perform this study without a seasonal cycle as done here, before proceeding to the409

more realistic case.410

We observed abrupt transitions between a warm state associated with a strong411

MOC and a small sea-ice cover, and a cold state with a weaker MOC and a larger412

sea-ice cover. The transitions are between quasi-steady states, although one could413

envision these states to be even more stable and longer-lasting in a different model414

configuration with different model parameters. Such transitions were previously415

suggested to be a possible mechanism for the climate signal of DO and Heinrich416

events (Kaspi et al, 2004, Dansgaard et al, 1989, Alley et al, 1993, Bond et al,417

1992, Heinrich, 1988). In particular, these studies showed that small MOC changes418

can lead to a finite sea-ice response, which then leads to a dramatic atmospheric419

temperature response, consistent with the proxy record of DO events (see also Li420

et al, 2005).421
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As mentioned in Section 4, the interaction between MOC and sea ice was422

discussed in many previous studies, mainly in relation to DO events. The results423

reported here are relevant to some of these studies. First, the steady states of the424

MOC and sea ice are stable after a transient period—we have extended the runs to425

cover a time period of 10 kyr and did not observe variations in the steady states.426

Our results are different from some of these previous studies that reported that427

the cold state is more unstable than the warm state, though the difference may be428

due to the simple atmospheric model and annual mean forcing used here. Second,429

as depicted in Fig. 7c,f, the cold state is not always unstable. We find that, before430

converging to the final states, the MOC switches from a strong to a weak state431

and the sea-ice cover becomes more extended at this transition.432

There are at least two main mechanisms that are candidates for generating mul-433

tiple sea-ice states. The first is the ice-albedo feedback, and the second is linked434

to MOC dynamics and multiple-equilibria. In studies that reported very different435

sea-ice states, for example, Marotzke and Botzet (2007) and Ferreira et al (2011),436

these different states are mainly associated with the ice-albedo effect because for437

global scale sea-ice differences the ice-albedo effect is more important. Multiple438

sea-ice states that do not differ from each other on a global scale (such as those439

associated with DO events) are more likely linked to MOC dynamics. The northern440

hemisphere multiple sea-ice states reported here are at least partially associated441

with MOC changes. It is interesting to note that multiple sea-ice states are ob-442

served here (although with small differences between them) even after the different443

MOC states have relaxed to almost the same state. In addition, we observed inter-444

esting multiple sea-ice states in the southern hemisphere, which warrant further445

investigation not possible here.446
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the hysteresis loop and the multiple sea ice and temperature states under
the same continental ice volume. The arrows indicate the direction of the hysteresis loop. Tf

indicates the freezing temperature of sea water, Vmin the minimum land-ice volume, and Vmax

the maximum land-ice volume. Stating from the upper branch of the hysteresis loop (SIS is
“off”), land ice becomes more extensive and temperature drops as a result of the ice-albedo
feedback. Once reaching the freezing temperature of sea water, an extensive sea ice is formed
(SIS is “on”) which result in significantly reduced net precipitation and thus shrinking land-
ice sheets. This will lead to an increase in temperature until temperature will raise above the
freezing temperature at which the sea ice will melt, causing the SIS cycle to start again. See
text form more details.
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(◦C), (b) air humidity (gr/kg), (c) sea surface temperature (SST, ◦C) and (d) sea surface
salinity (SSS, ppt). The red contour line is 0◦C temperature isoline.
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Fig. 8 Time evolution of the NA zonal mean ocean temperature for different depths, for 50-
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b) and “cold climate 2” (panels c and d) experiments. The vertical dashed lines indicate the
time of transition from one MOC state to another.
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Fig. 10 The NA meridional overturning circulation before (panels a and c) and after (panels b
and d) the transitions indicated by the vertical dashed lines in Figs. 7, 8, for the “cold climate
1” “all water” (panels a and b) and “cold climate 2” “all ice” (panels c and d) runs. The black
contour line indicates the zero value while positive value indicate clockwise circulation.
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Fig. 11 The NA water temperature before the MOC transitions (panels a and c) and difference
between the temperature after and before the MOC transitions (panels b and d), indicated by
the vertical dashed lines in Figs. 7, 8, for the “cold climate 1” “all ice” (panels a and b) and
“cold climate 2” “all water” (panels c and d) runs. The black contour line indicates the zero
value.
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Fig. 12 The NA water salinity before the MOC transitions (panels a and c) and difference
between the salinity after and before the MOC transitions (panels b and d), indicated by the
vertical dashed lines in Figs. 7, 9, for the “cold climate 1” “all ice” (panels a and b) and “cold
climate 2” “all water” (panels c and d) runs. The black contour line indicates the zero value.


